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2019
Launches



THE BOOKSHOP

England 1959. In a small East Anglian town, Florence Green decides, 
against polite but ruthless local opposition, to open a bookshop.

Drama
2017, UK, 113‘
Dir:
Cast: Emily Mortimer, Bill Nighy, Hunter Tremayne

Dub: LAS - BPO

Watch Trailer.

https://vimeo.com/303549353


The one weekend when Mr. Moll is home alone with the kids, absolute
chaos breaks loose. While working overtime in the chocolate factory Mr.
Moll´s kids get into a fight with the neighbor's kids – a fight surrounding
sweets, homework and the most famous Circus Dog.

Adventure, Family2017, Switzerland, 90´

Dir: Manuel Flurin Hendry

Cast: Stefan Kurt, Luna Paiano, Maxwell Mare 

MR. MOLL AND THE 
CHOCOLATE FACTORY

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/303549796


LOS BANDO

Los Bando is a crazy road movie about a young band from Norway who
set out on a journey across the country to attend the National
Championship of Rock in a race against time, the police and their parents.

Adventure, Family
2018, Norway, 94’

Dir: Christian Lo
Cast: Vera Vitali, Jonas Hoff Oftebro, Ine F. Jansen

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/304160044


Joy Hockstatter has been trying to help her dad, Bob, hold the family
together after her Mother’s death a few years earlier. Although only 15,
she has tried to become a kind of surrogate Mom to her one older and
one younger brother. Every day she looks across the street to the perfect
house and family of the Wellmans. After a freak accident, which involves
some suspicious cards, Joy wakes up as one of the Wellmans with a new
mother, father and older sister. Her new life initially seems to have
changed for the better, only now Bob and her brothers have taken a huge
turn for the worse and the only one who recognizes Joy from her previous
life is her old dog, Levi.

Family
2016, USA, 90‘

Dir: Kirk D’Amico
Cast: Bailee Madison, Jennifer Robertson, Sandy Jobin-Bevans

HOLIDAY JOY

Dub: LAS - BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/249415103


Copro



CIA analyst Riley Quinn lost everything when she blew the whistle on the
US government. Hunted into exile, she escaped only to hit rock bottom in
Colombia. Two years later, Riley is living a loner lifestyle when suddenly
CIA Agent Bill Donovan, Riley’s old partner and ex-boyfriend, shows up
with an offer. Her name will be cleared if she helps an international task
force confiscate millions in online gambling money being laundered
through Colombian banks.

Action
2017, USA, 90’

Dir: Connor Allyn
Cast: Valene Kane, Charlie Weber  

EX PATRIOT

Dub: LAS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/232380151


CUP OF LOVE

When food scientist Zoe Walker visits Columbia on a business trip to save
her job, an encounter with coffee plantation owner, Diego Fernando,
reignites her passion for coffee, life and love.

Romance
2016, USA, 90’

Dir: David Jackson
Cast: Anna Hutchison, Nikolás Rincón, Julián Arango

Dub: LAS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/232379918


When 7-year-old Jocelyn Shaker is mysteriously abducted from a resort in
the rainforest of Colombia, her American mother, Caitlin, and wealthy
Colombian stepfather, Javier, are thrust onto the world stage and
surrounded in a cloud of suspicion. When blood is found on Javier’s cuff
and in Jocelyn’s bed, he is brought into custody as the primary suspect.

Thriller
2015, USA, 90’

Dir: Connor Allyn

Cast: Katherin Rose Perkins (Law & Order/Lie To Me, etc), Kamar de los
Reyes (Nixon/CSI:Miami, etc), como Marcela Mar (Mentes en Shock-Fox),
Luis Fernando Hoyos (Rosario Tijeras-RCN) y Elieen Roca (Contra el tiempo-
Fox).

ABDUCTED

Dub: LAS

Watch Trailer

http://www.marvista.net/catalog_items/21


Theatrical
Movies
(Avails 2020)



MARY SHELLEY

Passionate and rebellious teenager Mary Wollstonecroft finds a kindred
spirit in poet Percy Shelley. Their whirlwind love affair scandalises polite
society, as the young couple gorge on literature and a bohemian
life.When tragedy strikes and the couple lose their baby daughter, Mary
strikes back, finding the courage and bravery to transform her pain into
the world’s first science fiction novel, Frankenstein - all by the age of 18.

Drama, Romance
2017, USA, UK 120‘

Dir: Haifaa, Al-Mansour
Cast: Elle Fanning, Douglar Booth, Bel Powley, Maisie Williams

Dub: LAS - BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/268840880


Daniel is cast out of his community after the death of his best friend. He
finds refuge in a hotel for castaways and broken souls and drifts into
violence. An unexpected ray of light enlivens his existence when he
meets Francine. Inspired by the novel Halfway House by Guillermo
Rosales.

Drama
2017, France, 89‘
Dir: Joan Chemla
Cast: Gael García Bernal, Marine Vacth, Nahuel Pérez Vizcayart

IF YOU SAW HIS HEART

Dub: LAS - BPO

Watch Trailer.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_1kv27NBa0&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_1kv27NBa0&t=1s


THE WEDDING GUEST

Still reeling from his breakup with college sweetheart Allison, Adam's
world is thrown into further chaos when he's surprisingly invited to attend
her wedding. Her wedding. His funeral.

Comedy
2017, USA, 105‘
Dir: Ryan Eggold
Cast: Cobie Smulders ("How I Met Your Mother", "Avengers"), Justin 
Long (Live Free or Die Hard, He's Just Not That Into You).

Dub: LAS - BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/249426775


Action



APRIL APOCALYPSE

After years of yearning for the girl next door, Artie finally builds the courage to
woo her... only to find out the girl of his dreams and best friend, April, is
moving away - sending Artie into a deep depression. Three years later, the
emptiness subsides and the lion inside tells Artie to "go find April and make
her yours". Empowered and eager to find April, Artie crashes his car on the
way... and wakes up a week later in the middle of a zombie outbreak. Now it's
up to Artie and his ever-growing courage to find April - no matter what
cannibalistic creature steps in his way.

Comedy, Horror, Romance
2014, USA, 84 ‘

Dir: Jarret Tarnos

Cast: Reece Thompson, Rebekah Brandes, Brent Tarnol

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/250491676


The Bodyguard is a mixture of action-packed Kung Fu film and drama. Wu-
Lin, the protagonist chose the dark path to seek for revenge, and take the law
in his own hands. Wu-Lin is not just a regular man from the rural village, he is
also the Successor of an ancient, once powerful Chinese clan, the "Iron Feet".
After the death of the clan master, Wu-Lin left the village and come to the City
of Stone-cold to look for his fellow apprentice Jiang Li. He turn out become the
bodyguard of Fei-Fei, the daughter of Jia-Shan Li, the richest family in the city.
A clash of an unruly rich girl with a rugged and masculin bodyguard, sparks
the flame of true love. Wu-Lin soon discovered that a group of mobster led by
Jiang Li, attempts to kidnap Fei-Fei. To protect his love one, Wu-Lin forced to
fight them alone. Brutally crushed, but Wu-Lin managed to survive, he took off
his iron-shoes, and feel the adrenaline rush into his body again. Wu-Lin
decided to face the group of mobsters once more, and he knows someone
much bigger, stronger than Jiang Li is behind the evil plot.

Action
2016, China, 93´
Dir: Yue Song

Cast: Michael Wai-Man Chan, Collin Chou, Yue Song

THE BODYGUARD

Dub: LAS – BPO ACCESS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/250491676


THE SQUAD

Buren is an old time cop who doesn’t play by the rules. In the Paris
underworld his squad is never afraid to use their muscle and guns to
enforce the law. With their every move under the scrutiny of Lenoir their
new boss, Buren knows his time is running out. When a heist turns into
murder, Buren follows his guts and raids the house of Kasper a former
convict. But Kasper has a rock-solid alibi and Buren has to let him go.

Action
2016, France, 90’

Dir: Benjamin Rocher
Cast: Jean Reno. 

Dub: LAS – BPO N/A

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/217188409


A Special Ops military Force, led by expert sniper Sergeant Jake
Chandler (Steven Seagal), are sent to a remote Afghan village to extract
an American congressman being held by the Taliban. The rescue mission
is a success, but Jake, separated after a firefight with the enemy, stays
behind to help an injured soldier. Sergeant Vic Mosby (Tim Abell)
desperately tries to convince Major Jackson (Dale Dye) to let him go back
and save the soldiers, but is ordered on a mission to retrieve a truckload
of munitions which could be vital for the military base.

Action
2016, USA, 90’

Dir: Fred Olen Ray

Cast:  Steven Seagal. 

SNIPER

Dub: LAS – BPO ACCESS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/239477011


WEAPONIZED

A damaged homicide detective (Johnny Messner) must prevent a grieving
father from unleashing a "robotic virus" that he believes will destroy the
terrorist cell that murdered his son, but at an unimaginable cost.

Action
2016, USA, 91’

Dir: Sean Ryan

Cast: Mickey Rourke, Johnny Messner, Jon Foo, Tom Sizemore.

Dub: LAS – BPO ACCESS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/219138718


Victor aka Hammer is an MMA champion with the world title fight ahead.
After running into the mobster Shark he gets severely injured but is still
determined to win. What Victor doesn’t know is that Shark stops at
nothing to make this fight the last one for Hammer.

Action
2015, Russia, 91’

Dir: Nurbek Egen

Cast: Aleksey Chadov, Oksana Akinshina

VERSUS

Dub: LAS – BPO N/A



NICK OFF DUTY

Tough cop Nick Tschiller lost his wife to the Turkish Mafia. When his teen
daughter Lenny runs away to Istanbul to avenge her mother, Nick and his
partner Yalcin go after her and find her in the hands of ruthless Russian
sex traffickers. Lenny is abducted to Moscow and winds up in an organ
harvesting clinic. Nick has to race against time to save his daughter's
life... An action-packed blockbuster with German superstar Til Schweiger
("Inglourious Basterds", “The Guardians“, “Knockin' on Heaven's Door”), a
high speed, high-stakes chase from Hamburg to Istanbul and Moscow
staged by genre expert Christian Alvart ( “Case 39”, “Pandorum”,
“Antibodies”).

Action
2016, Germany, 110’

Dir: Christian Alvart
Cast: Til Schweiger. 

Dub: LAS – BPO ACCESS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/217188041


When the daughter of veteran 911 call center operator Pamela (Mischa
Barton), and her estranged husband Jeremy (Luke Goss), a Senior Police
Officer, is kidnapped and held hostage, they are left desperate, with no
choice but to follow the kidnapper’s rules: send messages through
dispatch for all police and fire units to scatter to remote locations
throughout the city where they are met with chaos.

Action
2015, USA, 88’

Dir: Amariah Olson, Obin Olson
Cast: Mischa Barton. 

OPERATOR

Dub: LAS – BPO N/A

Watch Trailer .

https://vimeo.com/217199326


MAFIA

Distant future. In need of a new kind of entertainment society created
Mafia, a live action game that took the world by storm and became the
most popular TV-show.Eleven participants, each of them has his own
reasons to try his luck in this game of love, lust, fear, anger and death.
The cold-blooded audience craves for new emotions and challenges on
the screen. In front of the world a game where the winner takes all and
losers die commences. Who will be able to fight their fear and come out
victorious this time?

Sci – fi
2015, Russia, 95’

Dir: Sarik Andreasyan

Cast: Vadim Tsallati, Violetta Getmanskaya

Dub: LAS – BPO ACCESS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/217199038


Watch Trailer

When a young and attractive hitchhiker stumbles into a mysterious town
with a dangerous serial killer on the loose, she is forced to team up with a
group of intimidating drifters and criminals (Danny Trejo, Vinnie Jones) in
order to survive and defeat the "Reaper".

Action
2014, 88’

Dir: Wen-Han Shih (AKA Philip Shih)

Cast: Danny Trejo, Vinnie Jones.

REAPER

Dub: LAS – BPO ACCESS

https://vimeo.com/219138955


ASIAN CONNECTION

Two American expatriates, Jack and Sam, unwittingly steal a drug lord's
money when they rob a series of banks in Southeast Asia and become
the target of the gang's vengeance. When Sam is killed, Jack turns to the
love of his life, Pom, and the couple becomes a modern-day Bonnie and
Clyde that takes the fight to the gang.

Action
2016, USA, 90’

Dir: Daniel Zirilli
Cast: Steven Seagal.

Dub: LAS – BPO



In a not too distant future, a totalitarian state secret government
organization run by THE DIRECTOR controls all aspects of life. All
"enemies of the state" are dealt with in the harshest way and most of
them are executed by a secret organization's operatives and assassins.
The best operative is code-named CONDOR - an elite agent and hit man
for the government.

Action
2016, USA, 91’

Dir: Titus Para

Cast: Steven Seagal. 

THE PERFECT WEAPON

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/161076243


BULLET

Frank 'BULLET' Marasco is nearing retirement, but he is still the meanest
undercover cop in LA. Whether he's fighting bad guys, or MMA style
fights, he's always the toughest guy around and the first to use his fists or
gun.

Action
2014, USA, 91’

Dir: Nick Lyon
Cast: Danny Trejo.

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/155469096


Meredith Hendricks happens to also be the best cop in her quiet town on
Lake Tahoe. When a black-market exotic species dealer named Clint, is
paroled from prison, something he let loose begins to make its presence
known. Swimmers and land-lovers alike begin to become part of the food
chain at an unbelievable rate. Meredith and her team discover that they’re
not just hunting one eating machine, but a whole family of them.

Action
2015, USA, 90’

Dir: Jerry Dugan

Cast: Dolph Lundgren, Sara Lane

SHARK LAKE

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/155469753


Series



EL DESCONOCIDO

El Desconocido tells the fictional story of “El Cholo Adrián”, the right hand
of the famous drug trafficker, El Chato Guzmán, who runs the most
powerful drug cartel in México. This action-packed drama tells the story of
the origin of El Cholo, who was borninto a drug trafficking family inside a
small town in Sinaloa and is the son of the legendary drug trafficker El
Cobra.

Drama
2017, México, 5 x 60’

Dir: Gonzalo González

Cast: Guillermo Iván, Estrella Solís, César Enrique Manjarres

ORIGINAL: LAS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/249422886


Documentary series about Honduras' most infamous criminals.

Docudrama
2017, Honduras, 12 x 45’

Dir: Matthew Kodath

EXPEDIENTES 
CRIMINALES

ORIGINAL: LAS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/249426585


Animation



MISSION KATHMANDU

In the small village of Baihua lives Ma Liang, a cute boy who loves to
paint. One day, he is given a brush with magical powers that transforms
what- ever he paints into reality. With his new magic brush Ma starts to
help everyone in his village. This information reaches a cruel and greedy
general who holds hostage the young Emperor and threatens to invade
the village. He manages to steal the brush, which, in his hands loses all
its powers. Fighting to get the brush back with the help of his friends, Ma
is forced by the general to draw a golden mountain.

Animation
2017, Canadá, 85‘

Dir: Pierre Greco, Nancy Florence Savard

Cast: Sylvie Moreau, Guillaume Lemay-Thivierge, Rachid Badouri

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/249523735


In the small village of Baihua lives Ma Liang, a cute boy who loves to
paint. One day, he is given a brush with magical powers that transforms
what- ever he paints into reality. With his new magic brush Ma starts to
help everyone in his village. This information reaches a cruel and greedy
general who holds hostage the young Emperor and threatens to invade
the village. He manages to steal the brush, which, in his hands loses all
its powers. Fighting to get the brush back with the help of his friends, Ma
is forced by the general to draw a golden mountain.

Animation
2014, China, 87‘

Dir: Zhixing Zhong
Cast: Haitian Hong, Xianglong Meng, Shao Yichen

THE MAGIC BRUSH

Dub: LAS – BPO ACCESS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/219526361


QUACKERZ

A conflict flares up between local Mandarin Ducks and the Military
Mallards who land on the Chinese island, mistaking it for Hawaii. While
the fathers fight and argue, Longway, the Emperor's son, and Erica, the
commander's daughter, meet and become friends. The kids must ally all
the ducks to battle their foe, the daunting Ms. Knout, who seeks to destroy
the Sun.

Animation
2015, Russia, 85‘

Dir: Viktor Lakisov
Cast: Michael Gross, Robbie Daymond, Mark DeCarlo

Dub: LAS – BPO ACCESS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/217199175


A young lady on the run literally drops in on Tootson and Ludiwood, two
buddies living in a railway tunnel. Her father, an ingenious scientist, is
being held captive by a cruel villain trying to force him to create a serum
that turns humans into robots. Together with a clever badger, the two
buddies join her on a rescue mission against all odds.

Animation
2015, Norway, 72´

Dir: Rasmus A. Sivertsen, Rune Spaans
Cast: John F. Brungot, Hermann Sabado, Siri Nilsen

TWO BUDDIES 
AND A BADGER

Dub: LAS – BPO ACCESS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/217199518


FANTASTIC JOURNEY
TO OZ

Urfin, a troubled carpenter, discovers a magical powder that brings his
creations to life. With an army of wooden soldiers, he captures the
Emerald City. Ellie and her friends – the Scarecrow, Tin Man and the
now-brave Lion – come to the rescue of the city dwellers.

Animation
2017, Russia, 91‘

Dir: Fyodor Dmitriev, Darina Shmidt, Vladimir Toropchin
Cast: Konstantin Khabenskiy, Dmitriy Dyuzhev, Alyson Leigh
Rosenfeld

Dub: LAS – BPO ACCESS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/249414842


10 year old Mo and 13 year old Melody seek the help of their father’s dear
friend, scientist & explorer Professor Shonku to find their missing father
left earlier on a quest in search of the unicorn. En route they experience
fantastical exploits and adventures that take them into opulent depths of
the Himalayas, which are aided by a trail of clues.

Animation
2016, India, 91‘

Dir: Kamal Bansal

THE SHONKU DIARIES

Dub: LAS – BPO ACCESS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/249427070


Family



This is the story of Toby, the most creative 11-year-old you can imagine. One
day, the little robot Robby enters his life. He’s been separated from his robot
parents when his spaceship crashed and now he’s looking for them. Toby
decides to offer his help and the two of them become friends. Teaming up,
they build an invention that can fly, float, and drive on a road – a fantastic
Voyager especially designed to help their search. Meanwhile, the
unscrupulous Sir Joshua and his super bad agents are hot on their heels,
wanting to use Robbie and the fantastic Voyager for their own evil plans. But
even super bad agents should never, ever underestimate the power of best
friends!!

Family
2016, Germany, 90‘

Dir: Wolfgang Groos
Cast: Arsseni Bultmann, Alexandra Maria Lara, Sam Riley

ROBBY AND TOBY’S 
FANTASTIC VOYAGER

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/217199639


VAMPIRE SISTERS

Dakaria and Silvania, 12-year-old half-vampire sisters, move from
Transylvania to Germany. Here the girls have to become accustomed to
the conditions of human daily life: that is, go to school during the day, use
lots of sun block and fly during nighttime hours only. The most important
difficulty, however, is to find friends as they always need to be cautious
about keeping the truth to themselves.

Family
2016, Germany, 90‘

Dir: Wolfgang Groos
Cast: Marta Martin, Laura Roge, Christiane Paul

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/75588103


Back for a second bite, the Vampire Sisters throw themselves into a new
adventure. Together with their friends Helene, Jacob and Ludo, the sisters
Silvania and Dakaria are planning their summer holidays. But not only does
their half-vampire status keep things stirred up, another big surprise is in
store: the vampire band Krypton Krax is coming to town, bringing not only
excitement for Daka, but also danger for everyone! Krypton Krax’s manager
Xantor is one of the girls’ father’s greatest rivals – and he has sworn revenge.
Silvania and her friends must band together to save Daka from the forces of
darkness...

Family
2014, Germany, 90‘

Dir: Wolfgang Groos
Cast: Christiane Paul, Stipe Erceg, Laura Antonia Roge

VAMPIRE SISTERS 2

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/116673393


VAMPIRE SISTERS 3

The beloved Vampire Sisters are back! This time they have a new baby
brother, Franz, a sweet half-vampire. But he is in danger!The evil vampire
queen Antanasia wants him in her castle, as her heir. When Silvania
accidentally hypnotizes her parents Mihai and Elvira, thus putting them
temporarily out of action, Antanasia kidnaps baby Franz. Daka pursues her to
Transylvania to rescue him. With Murdo‘s help she breaks into the castle, but
is, instead, captivated by Antanasia because she is living what Daka has
always dreamed of, the life of a free vampire! Meanwhile Silvania and Dirk
van Kombast are on their way to the castle. Together with Murdo they have to
free Franz and Daka from Antanasia‘s clutches before Franz is crowned
successor to the throne.

Family
2017, Germany, 95‘

Dir: Tim Trachte
Cast: Marta Martin, Laura Roge, Christiana Paul, Stirpe Erceg

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/219121848


A fun and inspiring story about Katie, a teenage girl who has lost interest
in her friends and gymnastics. Then Katie wins a contest to take care of
Gibby, her science teacher's Capuchin monkey. Gibby's happy-go-lucky
personality renews Katie's zest for life. And with Gibby's help, Katie
begins to hang out with her friends, try out for the gymnastics team and
attempts to overcome her nemesis, a mean girl who is out to beat Katie at
everything.

Family
2016, USA, 87‘

Dir: Phil Gorn
Cast: Crystal the Monkey, Shannon Elizabeth, Peyton Meyer

GIBBY

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/107953344


ODDBALL

An eccentric chicken farmer, with the help of his granddaughter, trains his 
mischievous dog Oddball to protect a penguin sanctuary from fox attacks 
in an attempt to reunite his family and save their seaside town.

Family
2015, Australia, 90‘

Dir: Stuart McDonald
Stars: Shane Jacobson, Sarah Snook, Alan Tudyk

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/150724118


Three young pets set out to find Saint Nicolas to hand over their wish list 
with presents.

Animation

2014, Netherlands, 65'

Dir: Albert 't Hooft, Paco Vink

Cast: Bartho Braat, Hands Somers, Reinder van der Naalt

TRIPLE TROUBLE

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/234520505


ISLAND OF SECRETS

Toni discovers his new friend, a talented free-diver, is being forced to help
dangerous smugglers steal national treasures from an underwater cave.

Adventure
2014, Finland, 84’

Dir: Taavi Vartia
Cast: Nuutti Konttinen, Emil Auno, Veikka Vainikka

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/150724120


Paper Planes is a family film that tells the story of a young Australian
boy’s passion for flight and his journey to compete in the world
paper plane championships in Japan. Eleven-year-old Dylan meets the
junior Japanese champion Kimi in the national paper plane
championships in Sydney, Australia. They develop a close bond,
challenging each other to create a plane that has never been seen
before.

Family
2016, USA, 90’

Dir: Robert Connolly
Cast: Ed Oxenbould, Sam Worthington

PAPER PLANES

Dub: LAS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/140222590


GHOST SQUAD

Growing up in a small town, Charlie, Alex and Nick weren't the most popular
kids around after they formed "The Elite Monster Unit". Chasing notorious,
mythical legends and ghosts was exciting to them, not "cool" to the other kids
around. So they lived their lives on the outside of the "in" crowd. Making
matters worse was Charlie's obvious crush on Brandy, one of the most
popular kids in school and sister to one of the biggest bullies around. Trying to
impress Brandy, Charlie accepts a dare from her brother Nick that says he
and his friends must spend Halloween night in a house long rumored to be
haunted. What seems to be an easy challenge quickly turns out to be a night
of frights as Charlie, Nick and Alex find themselves in the fight of their lives
trying to out smart (and outrun) their new nemesis, a ghost dog named Salty,
who does whatever he can to make this the worst night of their lives...

Adventure
2015, USA, 87'

Dir: Joel Souza
Cast: Will SPencer, Cade Sutton, Phillip Wampler

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/139515374


When stray pup Shelby runs away from the pound and ends up in the 
home of aspiring magician Jake, the whole family pulls off an ultimate 
magic trick to rescue him from the local dogcatcher.

Family
2015, USA, 92'

Dir: Brian K. Roberts
Cast: Rob Schneider, Tom Arnold, Jennifer Gibson

SHELBY

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/140203988


LITTLE SAVAGES

Visiting the charming lake town of Culver, a boy genius and his sister race 
against bullies to find a treasure hidden by an eccentric philanthropist.

Family, Adventure
2015, USA, 95'

Dir: Paul Tomborello
Cast: Noah Lomax, Aedin Mincks, Leigh-Allyn Baker

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/139515375


Two dogs in love, a spaniel called Yoko, and Pirate, a mongrel, are
placed in a pet hotel on New Year's eve as their owners go away on
vacation. Feeling insulted, the two dogs escape and return to their home,
where they can enjoy eating, playing and sleeping in their owners' bed.
But the lovers’ paradise is brutally interrupted when two burglars break
in...

Family
2015, USA, 90’

Dir: Maksim Sveshnikov
Cast: Anna Chipovskaya, Andrey Fedortsov, Pyotr Fyodorov

PAWS, BONES & 
ROCK ‘N’ ROLL

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/153376544


MY MOTHER’S 
FUTURE HUSBAND

Headley hatches a plan to fix her widowed mom up with a guy (or three) 
to have some time away from their mother-daughter BFF time.

Family
2014, Canada, 88'

Dir: Julie Brazer
Cast: Frank Cassini, Burkely Duffield, Kylee Epp

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/116804795


When a family visits Grandma's house on Christmas Eve, they leave their
dog at home alone. And when burglars try to take the presents from under
the tree, the dog must use every trick it knows to stop them.

Family, Comedy
2013, USA, 87'

Dir: Joseph J. Lawson
Cast: David DeLuise, Kim Little, Davis Cleveland

ALONE FOR 
CHRISTMAS

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/111241455


BOBBY AND THE 
GHOSTHUNTERS

13 year old Sanne (Hanna Obbeek) loves stories about ghosts and other
mysterious things. Her father Lucas, is a famous ghost hunter. During a
holiday Lucas is asked to chase ghosts of the former cruise ship
'Rotterdam'. Sanne is very happy to hear she and her little brother
Thomas can come along. On the ship she meets ghost Bobby (Nils
Verkooijen), a boy of her age, who has been wandering the ship since the
sixties. Sanne decides to help Bobby.

Family
2013, Netherlands, 82'

Dir: Martin Lagestee
Cast: Hanna Obbeek, Nils Verkooijen, Max van der Burg

Dub: LAS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/111241454


Seven year old Albert/Alfie has an imaginary best friend, and thinks he is
old enough to get a dog. Dad doesn't agree. Will getting to know a
magician help convince dad?

Animation
2013, Norway, 73'

Dir: Torill Kove
Cast: Henrik Forsbak Langfelt, Kim Haugen, Hallvard Lydvo

HOCUS POCUS

Watch Trailer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAlEYxVecq0


LES PEE WEE

The story of a group of young hockey players, living in a small village in
Quebec, preparing to compete in the season of their lives. They will try to
participate in the most prestigious minor hockey tournament in the world:
World Hockey Tournament Peewee Quebec.

Family, Comedy
2012, Canada, 122'

Dir: Éric Tessier
Cast: Antoine Olivier Pilon, Rémi Goulet, Alice Morel-Michaud

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/104406329


The Berg family wins a journey to Africa. The kids insist on going to Africa and
participate in charitable work with endangered animals. Since neither of the
parents has the time to go with them, they persuade their uncle Eric to go
instead. In Africa they live on a farm that doubles as a veterinarian hospital
and a hotel. Uncle Eric and the kids are surprised to find that Mrs Flinth, their
harsh neighbour from Denmark, is also staying at the farm, with her young
niece Julie. On the farm the kids help the vets take care of leopards, monkeys
and elephants in the hope of restoring them into the wild. As a part of the
journey the kids leave the farm to go on a tent camp on the wild African
savannah. The trip is disrupted when Mrs Flinth gets kidnapped by poachers,
who are in the area to steal animals and rhinoceros horns. Uncle Eric and kids
go after the poachers in an action packed car chase through the African
savannah, to rescue Mrs Flinth and the stolen animals.

Family
2013, Denmark, 

Dir: Martin Miehe-Renard
Cast: Peter Mygind, Mathilde Høgh Kølben, Sebastian Kronby

MY AFRICAN 
ADVENTURE

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/104408446


NATIVITY 2

A worried new teacher has to juggle a pregnant wife and a class of
children on a road trip to the National 'Song for Christmas' Competition.

Family, Comedy
2013, UK, 105’

Dir: Debbie Isitt
Cast: David Tennant, Mark Wootton, Jason Watkins

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/146155829


Will and Clayton witness a murder, but out of fear decide not to tell
anyone. They and their friend Betsy, whose father has been wrongfully
accused of the crime, go on a journey to find the real killer, and at the
same time redeem themselves.

Family
2009, USA, 93’

Director: Bobby Moresco (as Robert Moresco)
Cast: Dylan Sprouse, Cole Sprouse, Victoria Justice

THE KINGS OF 
APPLETOWN

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/84808137


THE LEGEND OF 
SARILA

Three young Inuits set off in search of a promised land to save their clan 
from starvation.

Animation
2013, USA, 80' 

Dir: Nancy Florence Savard (as Nancy Savard)
Cast: Christopher Plummer, Rachelle Lefevre, Dustin Milligan

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/75588104


Christmas Eve. Two Toy worlds live together in the living-room of a
house. Two traditions confronted. On one side, the Christmas Tree, home
of Santa Claus and his elves. On the other, the Nativity Scene with the
Three Wise Men and the rest of its inhabitants. When everyone is ready
to celebrate a quiet Christmas the alarm goes off: Somebody has stolen
the sledge with Santa Claus' presents and Baby Jesus has been
kidnapped! Christmas is in danger and both worlds blame each other.
Follow our heroes, Sam and Sarah, in an incredible and enjoyable
adventure to discover the real offender, learn from their differences and
save the most magical night of the year.

Family
2011, España, 90’

Dir: Juan Galiñanes
Cast: Anabel Alonso, Peter Brooke, Stefan Ashton Frank

HOLY NIGHT!

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/75583168


3 DAY CHRISTMAS

Martin Taylor has totally lost touch with his family. He has no clue who his
teenage daughter's friends are, why his son only communicates with an
electronic sign outside his bedroom door, or why his youngest child only
watches faith TV. Convinced the family needs to reconnect, Martin surprises
the wife and kids with a little experiment-he locks them in their own home with
no power, no heat, no running water, and absolutely no contact with the world
outside! The sudden holiday staycation isn't what the Taylors had in mind for
the weekend, but they'll have to team up to prove they can survive Dad's
wacky mission. With a heartfelt message and some persistence, one little
member of the family helps put their priorities back in the pews, because
they'll need all the faith they have to get through this!

Family
2012, USA, 81'

Dir: Corbin Bernsen
Cast: Taylor Spreitler, Megyn Price, George Newbern

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/57547553


A Christmas obsessed Jewish boy on his way to sunny Florida figures out
how to get the Christmas of his dreams by trading airline tickets and
places with another boy on his way to snowy Christmastown, WA.

Family
2012, USA, 100'

Director: Sue Corcoran
Cast: Elliott Gould, David DeLuise, Elijah Nelson

ALL I WANT IS 
CHRISTMAS

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/57547553


RISING STARS

Challenged with creating songs and music videos, three musical acts find
more than their futures on the line when the competition gets fierce and
their lives are caught on tape broadcast to the nation. Egos clash and
worlds collide as these teens find how far they will go to win the coveted
prize and achieve stardom.

Family
2010, USA, 90’

Dir: Daniel Millican
Cast: Fisher Stevens, Barry Corbin, Catherine Mary Stewart

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/64679634


A boy befriends a litter of homeless Golden Retrievers. Together, they
help stop a bank robbery just in time for Christmas.

Family
2012, USA, 89'

Dir: Sam Mendoti
Cast: Shannon Elizabeth, Haylie Duff

GOLDEN WINTER

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/238944970


ROCK IT!

When being sent to a boarding school for classical music, teenager Julia
discovers rock music - and rock musicians. Torn between these two
musical worlds, she has to find her own way.

Family
2010, Germany, 93’

Dir: Mike Marzuk
Cast: Emilia Schüle, Daniel Axt, Maria Ehrich, Vivien Wulf

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/64728525


From the director of "Clubhouse Detectives" comes Boathouse Detectives
where four unlikely heroes go on an extraordinary mission with a ticking
deadline, dead ends, false leads, mistaken identities, and near misses in
this high octane, kid driven film the entire family will enjoy.

Family
2010, USA, 84’

Dir: Eric Hendershot

Cast: Anna Harris, Mason Johnson, McKenzie Richards

BOATHOUSE 
DETECTIVES

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/54445170


YOU’RE SO CUPID!

Fraternal twin sisters Emma and Lilly are as different as night and day. Emma, the
beautiful blonde tomboy, would rather be riding a horse than anything else in the
world. While Lilly, her shy redheaded twin, loves to be left alone to curl up with a good
book. Inseparable since the day they were born, Emma and Lilly have an insatiable
desire to play matchmaker, even though they've never fallen in love themselves.
Emma and Lilly find out their matchmaking skills are not just a gift from heaven, but
rather because their father is actually Cupid (yes the guy who shoots bows and
arrows). As they enter their senior year in high school, Emma and Lilly finally fall in
love. Life gets complicated when they discover they're in love with the same guy and
they become bitter rivals as they try to win his affection. Sisterhood and matchmaking
are tossed out the window like last year's shoes, as Emma and Lilly plot to sabotage
each other, so they can win the heart of their dream guy. The sisters who once were
inseparable, now spend every waking moment, planning each others demise.
Meanwhile, their parents are falling out of love. Can Emma and Lily overcome their
problems and use their matchmaking skills to bring their parents back together?

Family
2010, USA, 93’
Dir: John  Lyde
Cast: Brian Krause, Lauren Holly, Danielle Chuchran, Caitlin E. J. 
Meyer

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/54401621


A mystery's brewing at a boarding school high school and four best 
friends try to find out who it is.

Adventure
2009, USA, 86’

Dir: John Lyde

Cast: Kelsey Edwards, Caitlin E. J. Meyer, Danielle Chuchran, Lauren 
Faber

MINOR DETAILS

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/54445169


HOLIDAY WISHES

Danni Hartford, party planner to the King family, wants to find her sister.
Britney, the Kings' spoiled 15-year-old daughter, wants a horse. On a
nearby horse farm, Rachel is treated like a servant by her foster siblings;
all she wants is a real family. When all three girls make wishes at the
Christmas dance, Britney and Rachel's souls switch bodies. But the girls
soon find their new lives are not exactly what they pictured. When Danni
discovers what has happened, she must figure out how to switch the girls
back.

Family
2006, USA, 90’
Dir: David Weaver
Cast: Amber Benson, Tygh Runyan, Britt McKillip

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/54446099


The poignant, coming of age story about a group of eleven year old girls 
in their final summer before middle school.

Drama
2010, USA, 93’

Dir: Joseph Kell
Cast: Alice Ziolkoski, Meaghan Hughes, Deborah Theaker

SUMMER ELEVEN

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/54446097


BEWARE THE GONZO

A young muckraker decides to start his own underground newspaper at 
his high school.

Comedy
2011, USA, 94’

Dir: Bryan Goluboff
Cast: Ezra Miller, Zoë Kravitz, Griffin Newman 

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/54446098


Hercules saves Christmas takes us on a magical, fun-filled and touching
journey. Max, an adorable yet mischievous twelve year old boy meets a
talking dog named Hercules who takes him to the North Pole to meet
Santa and argue his way onto the "nice list."

Family
2012, Germany, 79’

Dir: Edward Hightower
Cast: Hercules Rossi, Luigi Francis Shorty Rossi, George Maguire

HERCULES SAVES 
CHRISTMAS

Dub: LAS – BPO

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/57860286


SPOOKY HOUSE

Mysterious reclusive magician the Great Zamboni and his pet jaguar
Shadow reside in the Spooky House, an old mansion that's rigged with
magic tricks and hidden chambers. Young orphan Max attempts to
befriend Zamboni. After a trio of teenage bullies who work for the town's
eccentric crime queen Boss chase Max and his friends into the Spooky
House on Halloween, a night of hilarious magic and amazing illusions
ensues.

Comedy, Family
2002, Hungary, 106’

Dir: William Sachs
Cast: Ben Kingsley, Mercedes Ruehl, Matt Weinberg

Dub: LAS – BPO
SD

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/54446100


Adventure



On a class trip, five friends are kidnapped by an evil doomsday cult
seeking to achieve immortality with an ancient pagan artifact – and who
will stop at nothing to do it...Berlin students Ben, Jonas, Leo, Ozzi and
Sophie are on a class trip to ""boring"" Hildesheim. Their schedule
includes visiting the medieval cathedral and witnessing a complete solar
eclipse, but destiny intervenes…

Thriller
2016, Germany, 91’

Dir: Christian Theede
Cast: Stipe Erceg, Antonio Wannek, Christian Grashof

TIME HEROES

Dub: LAS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/217199781


CODE M

The strong-willed Isabel (12) takes over her ill grandfather’s search for the
long-lost sword of musketeer D’Artagnan, following a secret code that
leads her and her friends through caves and castles. But who can Isabel
trust and who has a hidden agenda?

Family
2015, Netherlands, 90‘

Dir: Dennis Bots
Cast: Nina Wyss, Senna Borsato, Joes Brauers, Derek de Lint

Dub: LAS – BPO N/A

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/155539680


We follow little Mira and her brother on a fantastic journey to the Valley of
Knights, a mysterious valley ruled by a young and fair queen. When the
queen´s wicked uncle discovers a magical armour the forces of good in
the valley is threatened. Soon all depends on the courage of a little girl.

Family
2015, Norway, 90‘

Dir: Thale Persen
Stars: Stella Stenman, Bjarte Tjøstheim, Tone Beate Mostraum

VALLEY OF KNIGHTS: 
MIRA’S MAGICAL CHRISTMAS

Dub: LAS – BPO N/A

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/155471750


THE CHRISTMAS 
DRAGON

Medieval Europe - Father Christmas is a fading memory, after Christmas
hasn’t come for several years. A young orphan girl, Ayden, receives a
magic crystal from a dying elf, with a warning that the North has lost its
magic, and that she alone can save Christmas. Ayden and her orphan
friends begin a perilous journey, and must escape dragons, goblins,
bandits, ogres and other fantasy creatures as they team up with Airk, the
wayward son of Father Christmas, to return a stolen Christmas orb to the
North.

Family
2014, Germany, 90‘

Dir: John Lyde
Cast: Bailee Michelle Johnson, Paris Warner, David DeViliers

Dub: LAS – BPO ACCESS

Watch Trailer

https://vimeo.com/155471969


Bonpland 1281/1291/1293. Piso 2
Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires

Tel:+54·11·4773·8826
info@snaptv.tv
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